
City UoL, Teachers and Advisors Day: Futures in Law - becoming a Barrister 

or Solicitor (The City Law School) 

@ What is the difference between an employed barrister and the other mentioned on that line? 

@ The basic distinction is between self-employed barristers who group together in a set of chambers and share 

the cost of running the enterprise but each representing their own clients, and barristers who are employees 

and give legal advice to their employers as part of an in-house legal team. 

@ I'd be interested in info on the cost of training as a solicitor or barrister. Is it affordable for those without personal 

resources? Is pupillage paid? 

@ Cost is a big question, in many ways! Apart from the cost of the undergraduate degree and any necessary 

conversion course for non-law graduates, there is the cost of the LPC (for the time being, when that goes the 

cost of SQE preparation) or Bar course. LPC or Bar courses only attracts PostGrad student loans if part of an 

LLM. Course costs vary quite a lot as between course providers. After the vocational course, trainee solicitors 

are employed and so get salaries; pupil barristers get paid by their chambers (one reason why there are 

relatively few pupillages, as the money comes from the barristers' fee income). Most vocational course 

providers have scholarship/bursary schemes. 

@ What other careers are available within the wider legal profession for law graduates? 

@ The careers for law graduates are many and varied. Examples include Government Legal Service, local 

authorities, companies, publishing- the list is pretty much endless. It is a good degree because it focusses on 

analytical skills. 

@ Thank you for the clarification of the changes in the structure. To clarify how long is the total time spent studying for a 

student wanting to become a solicitor? And how much time for a student wanting to become a barrister? 

@ 
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@ 
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At the moment the standard solicitor route is 3 year degree, 1 year LPC, 2 year training contract (with the SQE 

the vocational and training contract stages may overlap a bit); for the Bar, 3 year degree, plus one year Bar 

course, then 1 year pupillage. So quite a long haul. 

How do these changes impact non-UK & non-European citizens ? 

The changes apply to everyone. At City, a lot of our Bar students (and quite a few of our solicitor students) are 

international, and we expect that to continue. 

How do you guide students to choose between becoming a solicitor or barrister? 



@ Big question! The short answer is partly function - do you prefer being in the frontline or do you prefer to be the 

person to whom things are referred. It isn't totally accurate, but GP and hospital consultant is a workable 

analogy. And partly lifestyle, do you want to be self-employed, with all the pluses and minuses of that, or do you 

want to be an employee. 

@ As follow up to your answer regarding the costs. For international students, is it possible for them to obtain a trainee 

solicitor position? Is it possible for them to be paid if they are in the UK on a student visa? 

@- It is possible but it very much depends on visa rules. I would say that the larger firms of solicitors have offices 

in many countries and very much welcome international exchanges. 

@ And will these new changes perhaps receive recognition by the Bar Council in India? Is there any liaison or group or 

univ cluster that works on this for students who want to later practice in India? 

® This is certainly on our radar, for several counties (Malaysia is another example amongst lots of others). 




